perfumery’s little helpers

Ace of bases
You thought every fragrance was created from scratch?
Persolaise reveals a secret world of complex, hidden ingredients
– exploring the role of ‘bases’ in the perfumer’s art…
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For a few moments, forget rose petals, citrus
peel and burning incense. Picture this instead: the humble
stock cube. You’ve probably got one in your kitchen right
now. You may have picked it up at a local supermarket
or you might have decided to go for a slightly more
‘artisanal’ version available at a trendy food stall. Or
perhaps you make your own from a favourite stock recipe,
then pour it into an ice tray to form convenient doses for
future use. Either way, I strongly suspect there’s a stock
cube stashed in your kitchen somewhere.
Now I’d like you to think about how you use it. Do you
pop one into your Bolognese sauce? Do you throw it into
your stew and dumplings? Sneak it into a stir-fry? Chances
are, the unassuming little cube finds its way into a wide
range of your dishes, giving all of them a special kick
without ever dominating or making them taste same-y.
Why do we use stock cubes? Mainly because we
think they improve our food. But they also make life
easier. Yes, we could put together a perfect blend of
meats, vegetables, spices and herbs to add to our
dishes each time we cook. But then again, we could
also save ourselves a great deal of time and
effort by unwrapping a tiny cube, flinging it
into a saucepan and breathing a sigh of
satisfaction as we watch it sink into a
bubbling sauce.
So: what does all this have to do
with perfume? Well, if we think of the
stock cube as a ready-made blend
of certain ingredients – a kind of
‘building block’ of cooking, if you
will – then that brings us very close
to an understanding of an extremely
important aspect of fragrance history:
the use of perfumery bases.
Not to be confused with ‘base
notes’ (woods, patchouli, resins, etc.),
these blended bases are the perfume
world’s equivalent of the stock cube
– except that there are hundreds (if not
thousands) of them available to perfumers,
varying tremendously in terms of their complexity
The number of perfumes containing one or more bases
is too vast to count. Indeed, many people in the fragrance
industry believe that the history of 20th Century scentcreation cannot be separated from the history of bases.
Very little has ever been written about these bases –
yet it really is no exaggeration to state that some of the
most iconic perfumes ever made wouldn’t have existed
without them. Finding information about them is tricky,
partly because of the secretiveness of the fragrance world,
but also because many of the bases were put together at
a time when record-keeping wasn’t as scrupulous as it is
now. However, an understanding of their significance is
vital to any self-respecting scentusiast.
To explain how and why bases came about, it may
help to refresh our knowledge of the origins of modern
perfumery. With the exception of a few brands (for
example Chanel, Caron, Guerlain and, lately, Hermès
and Dior) most perfumes aren’t actually made by the

companies whose names are on the packaging. Instead,
the job is outsourced to one of several (often multinational) fragrance creation companies, who employ teams
of expert perfumers to create a massive proportion of the
fragrances available on our high streets.
Few ordinary shoppers have ever heard of these
companies, but chief among them are Givaudan (based
in Switzerland), Firmenich (also Swiss) and International
Flavors & Fragrances (from the USA). Many were
established well over a century ago – which brings us to
the next step in our history lesson…
Before these companies started making perfumes
for brands, their main function was to extract or ‘invent’
single ingredients. Using the genius of their chemists
and technicians, they went on to devise more unusual,
innovative materials, many of which allowed perfumers to
add novel dimensions to their olfactory palettes.
This wasn’t always an easy task: as Thierry Wasser,
Guerlain’s in-house ‘nose’ explains, some of these
materials proved very potent and quite tricky to handle.
‘Those companies soon realised that they had to put
their new materials in a little compound,’ he
says, ‘because that made it much easier
to use them.’
Take isobutyl quinoline, for instance.
Today, its explosive, abrasive, leathery
personality is familiar to perfumers.
But when it was first isolated decades
ago and put forward as a potential
ingredient, fragrance-makers didn’t
know what on earth to do with it.
So, in order to make it easier to
use (and therefore more commercial),
the wizards at a company called De
Laire wrapped it in a ‘base’ which
contained several other ingredients,
blended together to create a
harmonious effect. They called this
base ‘Mousse De Saxe’. Perfumer Ernest
Daltroff popped a few drops into what is
perhaps one of the most beloved scents of all
time: Caron’s Nuit De Noel. And then it found its
way into countless other creations, including Habanita,
Madame Rochas and Calèche, not to mention many more
Carons. In other words, without Mousse De Saxe, we
might never have had those classics.
For anyone interested in learning more about the
subject, there is one rather serious obstacle, however:
perfume creators are notoriously reluctant to reveal
information about their formulae. Ask too many questions,
and they respond with a poker face, and tight lips. But
sometimes, they do throw a few tidbits our way.
For instance, Thierry Wasser states that without
Firmenich’s Corinal base, Guerlain’s classic Habit Rouge
‘would be no Habit Rouge.’ Industry veteran Frederic
Malle maintains that De Laire’s base Coriolane - in his
words, ‘the best lily of the valley ever made’ - is used
in Chanel No.5. And according to Will Inrig, research
historian at Fragrances of The World, even a relatively
modern creation such as Thierry Mugler’s Angel owes part
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Edmond Roudnitska was
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of its oversized personality to a base called Dewfruit made
by Quest (which is now part of Givaudan).
Thankfully, despite this shortage of info, we do know
a little bit about some of the bases themselves. Ambre
83, for instance, is another De Laire creation which pretty
much defined what we now consider to be the amber
accord: sweet, slightly smoky and completely sensual.
(Smell Serge Lutens Ambre Sultan, for an insight into what
it smells like.) Other examples include Cassis 345 from
Firmenich, a blackcurrant base which can be found
in several Jean-Claude Ellena creations, as well
as Lilas 7 (a well-regarded lilac base made
by Givaudan), and Dianthine (widely
considered to be one of the finest
olfactory expressions of carnation).
Sadly, the area of this topic in
which details are most difficult to
track down is the identity of the
actual individuals who put together
these vital building blocks of
modern perfumery. We know
that Edmond Roudnitska, creator
of Eau Sauvage, Diorissimo and
Femme, also made bases during
his career. ‘This is why he was so
good technically,’ maintains Malle.
Beyond this we have just a few
names, such as Marie-Thérèse De
Laire (Mousse De Saxe); Marius Reboul
(Lilas 7 and Muguet 16); Georges Fraysse
(Animalis). Many of the others, according
to Wasser, are ‘lost in space.’
Here I need you to take a deep breath –
because the complexity of this subject doesn’t end
here. While it’s true that the main reason for the creation
of bases was to ‘showcase’ challenging materials and
render them easier to construct around, there were other
factors at play too. Sometimes, a base was simply a handy
short-cut to creating a certain effect. ‘I remember JeanPaul Guerlain telling me,’ says Inrig, ‘that when he was
working out a perfume, he wasn’t going to take the time
to work on his own muguet, or on his own carnation, when
Muguet 16 and Dianthine were in existence.’

Sometimes, bases proved a clever way for companies
to ensure the continuing custom of perfumers – because
the only way to add a certain note or accord to a fragrance
was to buy a particular base from a specific company.
Bases were formulated to deliver a unique quality which
would keep perfumers coming back for more of the same.
As years passed and fashions shifted, the use of bases
began to diminish. For one thing, perfumers came under
increasing pressure to have greater control over their
formulae, so they could no longer keep using bases – the
contents of which would always be a mystery to them. As
Wasser explains, ‘Nowadays, people want transparency.
They want to know. And in a base, things are less
transparent.’ This is particularly important at a time when
anti-allergen regulations force vintage fragrance recipes
to be reformulated. This process is tough enough when a
perfumer knows exactly which ingredients have gone into
a scent, but it becomes near-impossible when a fragrance
relies on an old base. ‘With reformulations,’ says perfumer
Francis Kurkdjian, ‘when you need to take one ingredient
out of a pre-mixed base, you have to start from scratch.’
Wasser continues to use bases in Guerlain’s classic
creations; he says they would lose their personality without
them. But in general, the reason for the decreased reliance
on bases is almost certainly our changing tastes. ‘The
complexity that exists in perfumes of a certain
era,’ says Inrig, ‘frequently comes from the
fact that bases were being used. Bases
don’t necessarily lend themselves very
well to clarity. For example, L’Origan,
which is a formula that depends
heavily on bases, isn’t what I would
call a very “clear” perfume, but it
is a very rich perfume.” Rightly
or wrongly, complexity isn’t in
vogue. As Wasser says, ‘Today,
people want things that are very
straightforward. That’s why I think
bases are not so popular now.’
That’s not to say bases aren’t
being used at all in new creations.
We wouldn’t be having our current
oudh-mania if it weren’t for the
fact that many of the ingredientproducing companies now offer their
own ingenious oudh bases, making
it easier for perfumers to use this very
challenging ingredient. But there’s no doubt
that those wondrous building blocks are not as
vital a part of the creative process as they were during
the first half of the 20th Century.
Bases accompanied perfumery through its golden age.
They became the very soul of countless classic scents. And
they cemented the success of companies which continue
to dominate the global fragrance industry today – and
truly, their importance cannot be overstated. So the
next time you reach for a sniff of a vintage favourite – or
perhaps pop a stock cube into your tomato soup – do
spare them a thought.
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interview with Francis Kurkdjian conducted by Suzy Nightingale
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These beautiful vintage advertisements all showcase fragrances which featured complex bases in their construction: Caron’s Nuit de
Noel, Coty L’Origan, Caron (again) with Pour un Homme, and the iconic Madame Rochas, from Marcel Rochas
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